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� Low scores on both WIAT-III 
Numerical Operations and Math 
Problem-Solving, failing Algebra II, 
but…

� Grades on tests inconsistent, some 

Math EF Difficulties: Case Example 

� Grades on tests inconsistent, some 
A’s, some F’s, homework not 
completed resulting in failing 
grade; grade of B in Algebra I, 
grade of B in Geometry.  History 
and present behavior assessment 
indicating ADHD.



� Standard Score of 120 on Math Problem-
Solving, but Standard Score of 80 on 
Numerical Operations.

� Process-oriented examination of student 
response booklet reveals several very 
easy calculation items incorrect due to 

Math EF Difficulties: Case Example 

easy calculation items incorrect due to 
misreading the operation sign and/or 
errors in basic addition or subtraction 
when borrowing and carrying.  Numerical 
Operations items reflecting math skills 
being taught this school year performed 
much more effectively than items 
assessing skills taught in previous      
years.



� Standard Score of 70 on Numerical 
Operations during first assessment session 
but Standard Score of 92 during second 
assessment session three days later.

� Process-oriented examination of student 
response booklet reveals easy calculation 

Math EF Difficulties: Case Example 

response booklet reveals easy calculation 
items incorrect due to operation sign 
errors and/or errors in basic addition or 
subtraction.  Numerical Operations items 
reflecting math skills currently being 
taught performed much more effectively 
than items assessing skills taught in 
previous years.



� Most common features of poor math 
production likely to be indicating EF 
difficulties:

� Easy calculation items incorrect, more 
difficult calculation items correct.

� “Careless” errors, misreading operation 

Math EF Difficulties 

� “Careless” errors, misreading operation 
signs, basic addition and subtraction 
errors, despite capable performance with 
most item types.

� Inconsistent grades on classroom tests.

� Math problem-solving skills much       
better than math calculation skills. 



“Piaget and his colleagues … believed that 
number, like any other abstract representation of 
the world, must be constructed in the course of 
sensorimotor interactions with the environment. … 

Neuropsychology of Early Math 

Development:

What Piaget Missed…

sensorimotor interactions with the environment. … 
we now know that this aspect of Piaget’s 
constructivism was wrong.  Obviously, young 
children have much to learn about arithmetic, and 
obviously their conceptual understanding of 
numbers deepens with age and education – but 
they are not devoid of genuine mental 
representations of numbers, even at birth!”

Dehaene (2007), The Number Sense, p.42 & 44



� “… a brain module specialized for 
indentifying numbers is laid down through 
the spontaneous maturation of cerebral 
neuronal networks, under direct genetic 

Neuropsychology of Early Math 

Development:

What Piaget Missed…

neuronal networks, under direct genetic 
control and with minimal guidance from 
the environment.  Since the human genetic 
code is inherited from millions of years of 
evolution, we probably share this innate 
protonumerical system with many other 
animal species…” 

Dehaene (2007), The Number Sense, p. 62



� “Whatever its origin, a rudimentary number 
accumulator clearly enables infants as early as 
six months of age to recognize small numbers of 
objects or sounds and to combine them in 
elementary additions and subtractions.”  p.62

Neuropsychology of Early Math 

Development:

What Piaget Missed…

objects or sounds and to combine them in 
elementary additions and subtractions.”  p.62

� “A quantitative representation, inherited from our 
evolutionary past, underlies our intuitive 
understanding of numbers.  If we did not already 
possess some internal non-verbal representation 
of the quantity “eight,” we would probably be 
unable to attribute a meaning to the digit 8.” p. 87

Dehaene (2007), The Number Sense.



� Like Reading and Written Expression, 
Mathematics is a complex psychological 
construct that encompasses the acquisition and 
use of many other psychological constructs.

� Mathematics involves numerous mental 
activities, all of which are dependent on 
adequate functioning of a number of cognitive 

Mathematics and Cognition

adequate functioning of a number of cognitive 
abilities and processes, well-developed 
lexicons related to math knowledge, adequate 
development of basic math skills, effective 
application of problem-solving strategies, the 
capacity for holding and manipulating 
information in mind, and the use of         
executive functions to coordinate all                     
of these.
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An Integrative Model Specifying Processes, Abilitie s, 
Lexicons, Skills, Memory and EF for Math Calculatio n

Visuospatial Language Reasoning

Problem-Solving Strategies

indicate 
Executive 
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processing 
at work
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Speed &
Automaticity

for

Numeration & Quantification
Lexicons

Procedural Knowledge & 
Math Fact Lexicons

Quantification
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Abilities (Taught as Skills?)

� Visuospatial

� Quantification (Numerosity, 
Subitizing, Accumulation)

� Language � Language 

� Reasoning with Quantity

� Reasoning with Images

� Reasoning with Words
13



Processing & Functioning 

(Taught as Skills?)

� Visuospatial Processing

� Orthographic Procesing

� Phonological Processing� Phonological Processing

� Graphomotor Functioning

� Oral-motor Functioning

14



Math Skills

� Numeration (Number Labeling)

� Number Transcription (Number 

Formation)

� Math Concepts� Math Concepts

� Calculation

� Algorithms & Procedures

� Fluency

� Problem-Solving 15



Lexicons (Knowledge Stores)

�Numeration

�Math Concepts

�Math Vocabulary

�Math Facts�Math Facts

�Calculation Routines

�Procedural Knowledge

� Specific Algorithms
16



� Initial Registration/ 

Immediate Memory

� Working Memory

Memory (Time Frames of Reference)

� Working Memory

� Retrieval from Long-Term 

Storage
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� Visuospatial and linguistic abilities are 
used to refine basic quantitative ability 
into numerative capacities.

� The result can be viewed as the creation 
of three basic dimensions of 
mathematical thinking:

Mathematics Dimensions

mathematical thinking:

Visuospatial Quantification

Linguistic Quantification

Numerative Quantification



Dimensions of Quantification
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“How did Homo sapiens alone ever move beyond 
approximation?  The unique human ability to devise 
symbolic numeration systems was probably the 
most crucial factor.  Certain structures of the human 
brain that are still far from understood enable us to 
use any arbitrary symbol, be it a spoken word, a 
gesture, or a shape on paper, as a vehicle for a 
mental representation.  Linguistic symbols parse the 

Linquistic Quantification

gesture, or a shape on paper, as a vehicle for a 
mental representation.  Linguistic symbols parse the 
world into discrete categories.  Hence they allow us 
to refer to precise numbers and to separate them 
categorically from their closest neighbors.  Without 
symbols, we might not discriminate 8 from 9.  But 
with the help of our elaborate numerical notations, 
we can express thoughts as precise as “The speed  
of light is 299, 792, 458 meters per second.” 
Dehaene (2007), The Number Sense, p. 91-92



� It can be very helpful to think of mathematics as 
a language (or family of languages)

� Learning mathematics therefore is like learning 
a second language and our knowledge of the 
acquisition of second languages applies to 
mathematics

� Many students can acquire Basic Interpersonal 

Mathematics as a Language

� Many students can acquire Basic Interpersonal 
Communication Skills (BICS) in math relatively 
quickly and can apply them in their daily lives

� Acquiring Cognitive Academic Language 
Proficiency (CALPS) in math is much more 
difficult and requires much more time and effort

� Far fewer students attain a high level of         
proficiency with math CALPS and apply        
them in career settings or daily living



� When considering math as a language, 
it is critical to understand that math 
words are mostly used to translate 
visuospatial and quantitative concepts 
into a set of symbols that can be more 
easily manipulated than the objective 

Mathematics as a Language

easily manipulated than the objective 
realities or mental abstractions they 
represent.

� The more we impose the grammar, 
syntax and comprehension of language 
as language, the less we are         
dealing with language as math.



The languages of maths employ many different linguistic codes (use 
words for various purposes):

� Words used to represent visuospatial
images (spiral, cube, sphere)

� Words used to represent number (one, two 
three, forty-eight, one thousand)

� Words used to represent quantities (more, 

The Language of Mathematics

� Words used to represent quantities (more, 
less, empty, full, large, small, many, few)

� Words used to represent measurement of 
different kinds of quantities (inch, foot, 
meter, ounce, pound, liter,  minute, hour)

� Words used to represent temporality    
(past, present, future, now, then)



The languages of maths employ many different linguistic codes (use 
words for various purposes):

� Words used to represent calculation 
operations (plus, minus, multiply, divide)

� Words used to represent calculation 
syntax (parens, double parens, order of 
operations, factor, place value)

The Language of Mathematics

operations, factor, place value)

� Words used to represent part-whole 
relationships (half, one-third, fraction)

� Words used to represent relationships 
among variables (and, of, correlated, 
proportional to)

� Words use to represent motion (towards)

� Words to represent words (friendly, kind)



Mathematics as a second 
language places unique 
demands on the brain.  When 
listening, speaking, writing and 
reading, the brain must 

The Language of Mathematics

reading, the brain must 
continually simultaneously 
process language for its verbal 
meaning and for its 
mathematical meaning.



Many individuals with weaker 
mathematical capacities are not as 
effective in maintaining the dual 
coding of language.  In these cases, 
the language dimension of 
quantification-numeration interface 

The Language of Mathematics

the language dimension of 
quantification-numeration interface 
takes precedence while the 
visuospatial numeration interface is 
weakened such that the person 
“talks mathematically” instead       
of thinking mathematically. 



What is a square number?

Linguistic Dimension:

27

Linguistic Dimension:

The product of a number 

multiplied by itself.



What is a square number?

Numerative Dimension:

28

Numerative Dimension:

5 x 5 52



What is a square number?

Visuospatial Dimension:

29
Square Numbers are Square



Linguistic Dimension:

Kim is watching 8 birds on 

a wire. Four birds fly away.  

Two other birds land.  How 

30

Two other birds land.  How 

many birds is she watching 

now?



Visuospatial Dimension:

31



Numerative Dimension:

8

32

8 – 4 = 4

4 + 2 = 6



Numerative Dimension:

Calculation represented 

as an Algorithm:

33

(8 – 4) + 2 = 



Linguistic Dimension:

Rose bought 3 comic books 

for 2 dollars each and a toy 

for 7 dollars.  How much 

34

for 7 dollars.  How much 

change would she get back 

from a 20-dollar bill?



Visuospatial Dimension:

$7

$20

35

$2 $2 $2

$7



Numerative Dimension:

3 x $2 = $6

36

$6 + $7 = $13

$20 - $13 = $7



Numerative Dimension:

Calculation represented 

as an Algorithm:

37

20 – ((3 x 2) + 7) = 



Linguistic Dimension:

Shane is coming home on a 2 

hour flight.  Jim lives 150 miles 

from the airport.  He drives at 

38

from the airport.  He drives at 

60 mph.  If Shane’s flight leaves 

at 3 PM, what time does Jim 

need to leave to be at the 

airport 30 minutes early?



Visuospatial Dimension:

+ 2 hours
3 pm ?5 pm

150 miles

60  mph
= ?

? + ½ hour

= 2 ½ hrs

3 hrs

2 pm



Numerative Dimension:

leaves at 3 pm2 hour flight

Flight arrives at 5

40

150 mi = 2 1/2

Need 3 hours 

leave at 2pm

/60 mph 

Arrive ½ hour early



Numerative Dimension:

Calculation represented 

as an Algorithm:

41

(3h + 2h) - (150m/60m/h) - .5h = 

2h



An Integrative Model Specifying Processes, Abilitie s, 
Lexicons, Skills, Memory and EF for Mental Math 
Problem -Solving

Visuospatial Language Reasoning

Problem-Solving Strategies

indicate 
Executive 
Function 

processing 
at work

Initial 
Registration 

Speed &
Automaticity

for

Numeration & Quantification
Lexicons

Procedural Knowledge & 
Math Fact Lexicons

Quantification
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Executive Functions 
are inextricably 
woven into all facets 

Executive Functions and Math

43

woven into all facets 
of mathematical 
thinking.



EF

EF

ef ef

ef ef ef ef ef ef ef ef
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EF Tiers within the Holarchical Model of Executive 
Functions

Trans-Self Integration

Self-Realization
Self-Awareness
Self-Analysis

Self-Determination
Goal setting
Long-range Planning & 

Foresight

Self-Generation

EF

ef ef
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Action

Domains of Functioning Directed by 

Executive Functions

Perception

Cognition

Emotion



Math and Emotions

Orbito -frontal

Thalamus

Amygdala

Hippocampus

Orbito -frontal
Cortex



33 Self-Regulation EFs

• Perceive

• Focus

• Sustain

• Energize

• Initiate

• Balance

• Monitor

• Correct

• Gauge

• Anticipate

• Prioritize

• Compare/Eval

• Decide

• Sense Time

• Pace• Initiate

• Inhibit

• Stop

• Interrupt

• Flexible

• Shift

• Modulate

• Anticipate

• Est Time

• Analyze

• Generate

• Associate

• Plan

• Organize

• Pace

• Sequence

• Execute

• Hold

• Manipulate

• Store

• Retrieve



SREF “Clusters”

�Attention

�Engagement

�OptimizationOptimization

�Efficiency

�Memory

� Inquiry

�Solution



Attention Cluster

“What’s going on out 

there?”

�Includes:  Perceive, �Includes:  Perceive, 

Focus/Select, Sustain



Engagement Cluster

“Get to it – or not”  

�Includes:  Energize, 

Initiate, Inhibit, Stop, Initiate, Inhibit, Stop, 

Interrupt, Flexible, Shift



Optimization Cluster

“How am I doing?”

�Includes:  Monitor, 

Modulate, Balance, Modulate, Balance, 

Correct



Efficiency Cluster

“The Smooth Operator”  

�Includes:  Sense Time, 

Pace, Sequence, ExecutePace, Sequence, Execute



Memory Cluster

“You CAN get there from 

here”

�Includes: Hold, �Includes: Hold, 

Manipulate, Store, 

Retrieve



Inquiry Cluster

“Inquiring minds need to 

know”  

�Includes:  Anticipate, �Includes:  Anticipate, 

Gauge, Analyze,     

Estimate Time, 

Evaluate/Compare



Solution Cluster

“I’m the Decider”  

�Includes: Generate, 

Associate, Prioritize, Plan, Associate, Prioritize, Plan, 

Organize, Choose/ Decide



– Naïve:  First exposure to the task; responses 
required immediately; high demand for executive required immediately; high demand for executive 
functions (EFs)

– Practiced:  Time given to rehearse responses to 
the task; minimal demand for EFs

– Novel:  Second exposure to the task, but 
responses required immediately to a set of all 
new items; moderate demand for EFs



EF Involvement in Math

Essentials of Executive Functions 
Assessment Rapid Reference 6.3:

� Description of EF involvement 
in mathematical thinking

� Lists the EFs most likely to be � Lists the EFs most likely to be 
involved in specific tasks

� Describes task behavior likely 
to be indicating a lack of        
EF use



EF Involvement in Math

EF involvement in specific math tasks:

� Cueing/directing/coordinating the 

use of quantification and reasoning 

abilities and/or retrieval of abilities and/or retrieval of 

number concepts and calculation 

knowledge to identify a solution to 

the problem. 



EF Involvement in Math

Math task behavior likely to indicate a 
lack of effective EF use:

� Despite demonstrated knowledge 
of math concepts, adequate 
quantification and reasoning quantification and reasoning 
abilities and calculation skills, 
student is unable to identify        
the solution to a math         
problem.



EF Involvement in Math

EFs Likely to be involved:

�Focus, Monitor, Inhibit, 

Anticipate, Gauge, Analyze, 

Generate, Associate, Evaluate/ Generate, Associate, Evaluate/ 

Compare, Choose/ Decide, 

Retrieve, Correct, Sustain



EF Involvement in Math

EF involvement in specific math tasks:

�Cueing/directing/coordinating 

the retrieval of procedural 

knowledge needed to carry  knowledge needed to carry  

out the steps in an identified 

solution.



EF Involvement in Math

Math task behavior likely to indicate a 
lack of effective EF use:

�Algorithms or procedures that 
have been used correctly in have been used correctly in 
past situations are not 
retrieved; student “draws a 
blank” on how to solve a 
familiar type of problem.



EF Involvement in Math

EFs Likely to be involved:

�Monitor, Retrieve, 

CorrectCorrect



EF Involvement in Math

EF involvement in specific math tasks:

�Cueing/directing/coordinating 

the use of number and notation 

transcription skills to write out transcription skills to write out 

the steps in the problem 

solution.



EF Involvement in Math

Math task behavior likely to indicate a lack of 
effective EF use:

� Numbers are reversed or incorrectly 
sequenced; signs are substituted 
(e.g., use of a – sign for a + sign or a (e.g., use of a – sign for a + sign or a 
divide sign); steps are left out; writing 
is illegible or so poorly organized 
that student cannot read own 
handwriting or find place in the 
problem-solving process.



EF Involvement in Math

EFs Likely to be involved:

�Perceive, Focus, Execute, 

Pace, Balance,  Monitor, Pace, Balance,  Monitor, 

Correct, Sustain



EF Involvement in Math

EF involvement in specific math tasks:

�Cueing/directing/coordinating 

retrieval of basic math facts as 

needed for the steps in the needed for the steps in the 

problem solution.



EF Involvement in Math

Math task behavior likely to indicate a lack 
of effective EF use:

� Basic facts are calculated rather 
than retrieved automatically; long 
pauses are needed to recall basic pauses are needed to recall basic 
facts; facts are recalled 
incorrectly despite prior 
demonstration of accurate  
storage and retrieval.



EF Involvement in Math

EFs Likely to be involved:

�Monitor,  Retrieve, 

Execute, CorrectExecute, Correct



EF Involvement in Math

EF involvement in specific math tasks:

�Cueing/directing/coordinating 
the retrieval and use of 
automated calculation routines automated calculation routines 
or the application of math 
computation skills to complete 
the steps and identify the     
final solution.



EF Involvement in Math

Math task behavior likely to indicate a lack 
of effective EF use:

� Well-known calculation routines 
are applied incorrectly (e.g., 
steps are applied out of steps are applied out of 
sequence; basic calculation 
errors occur; transferred  
numbers are recorded 
incorrectly.



EF Involvement in Math

EFs Likely to be involved:

�Monitor, Retrieve, 

Execute, Pace, Balance, Execute, Pace, Balance, 

Correct



EF Involvement in Math

EF involvement in specific math tasks:

�Cueing/directing/coordinating 

the use of working memory 

resources while working on the resources while working on the 

math problem.



EF Involvement in Math

Math task behavior likely to indicate a 
lack of effective EF use:

Adequate working memory 
capacity is not effectively capacity is not effectively 
applied during problem-
solving as errors reflecting 
lapses in working memory    
are evident.



EF Involvement in Math

EFs Likely to be involved:

�Hold, Manipulate, 

SustainSustain



EF Involvement in Math

EF involvement in specific math tasks:

�Cueing/directing/coordinating 

the integration of all facets of 

the act of math problem the act of math problem 

solving.



EF Involvement in Math

Math task behavior likely to indicate a lack of effective EF use:

� Difficulty getting started with math 
problem-solving. zoning out while 
working, unable to sustain interest and 
effort for doing math; inadequate use 
of acquired math skills (inconsistent 
effort for doing math; inadequate use 
of acquired math skills (inconsistent 
fact retrieval, inconsistent attention to 
calculation signs, inconsistent 
application of algorithms and     
problem-solving strategies             
despite prior effective use of         
these capacities).



EF Involvement in Math

EFs Likely to be involved:

�Energize, Initiate,, Interrupt, 

Flexible, Shift, Sense Time, 

Pace, Execute, Hold, Store, Pace, Execute, Hold, Store, 

Manipulate, Retrieve, Monitor, 

Correct, Sustain



EF Involvement in Math

EF involvement in specific math tasks:

�Cueing/directing/coordinating 

positive emotional engagement 

with mathematical thinking.with mathematical thinking.



EF Involvement in Math

Math task behavior likely to indicate a lack of 
effective EF use:

� Excessive worrying prior to tests; 
overly negative self-estimation of math 
skills; thinking about math produces skills; thinking about math produces 
anxiety; performance of math tasks is 
resisted or refused entirely; emotional 
outbursts occur when working on 
math tasks; use of mathematical 
thinking is avoided.



EF Involvement in Math

EFs Likely to be involved:

�Flexible, Modulate, 

Inhibit, Shift, Generate, Inhibit, Shift, Generate, 

Associate



Executive Functions 
involvement in math 
production can be 
assessed by examining 

Assessing Efs in Math Tasks

assessed by examining 
Cascading Production 
Decrements



Cascading 

Production 

Decrement
Mental
Capacity

Capacity+ EFStart here

Capacity+ + EF

Capacity+ + + EFProgressive deterioration 
of performance is observed 
as executive function demands 
(+ EF) become greater.



� Identify a specific math task baseline 

using a measure that minimizes EF 

involvement.

� Select and use a measure that adds 

Cascading Production Decrements 

for Math Task Performance

� Select and use a measure that adds 

EFdemands to the baseline math task 

and observe the results.

� If possible, continue to add       

additional EF demands and          

observe results.



EF Involvement in Math

Essentials of Executive Functions 

Assessment Rapid Reference 6.6:

� Provides lists of Baseline EF-

minimized Tasks and Related minimized Tasks and Related 

EF-saturated (EF+) Tasks for 

CPD Analyses of math 

performance.



EF Involvement in Math

Essentials of Executive Functions 
Assessment Rapid Reference 6.9:

� The examples provided in this 
rapid reference illustrate how 
to identify math production to identify math production 
decrements likely to be 
resulting from ineffective 
engagement of executive 
functions during task 
performance.



EF Involvement in Math

Essentials of Executive Functions Assessment Rapid 
Reference 6.9 Text Excerpt:
� “When the student can perform effectively on measures requiring 

retrieval of math concepts and retrieval of basic calculation 
procedural knowledge, these tasks can function as baseline 
measures that can be contrasted with EF+ tasks to assess increased 
levels of executive function control of math calculation production.  
Increased involvement of executive functions in math calculations 
tasks can be assessed by increasing the demands for prolonged, 
integrated use of math operations to complete a series of items, integrated use of math operations to complete a series of items, 
many of which require multi-step calculations.  Tasks of this type 
greatly increase the demand for efficient coordination of the Effort, 
Retrieve, Focus, Sustain, Inhibit, Shift, Execute, Monitor and Correct 
cues to persist with efforts to produce accurate responses.  
Decrements in performance between retrieval of 
concept/procedural knowledge tasks and basic computation tasks 
and calculation tasks involving a series of multi-step calculation 
problems strongly implicate executive functions difficulties as the 
source of the poorer performance. Math concepts and           
procedure tasks and multi-step calculation tasks can be used            
in Cascading Production Decrement analyses as shown below:”



Cascading 

Production 

Decrement



EF Involvement in Math

Essentials of Executive Functions Assessment Rapid Reference 6.14 

Table Excerpt:

Math Skill Direct Formal 
Measures

Most likely Process-
oriented observations
By Measure

Process-oriented observations of math task  behavior 
likely to be indicative of a lack of use of Efs

Math  Concepts and/or 
Applications
• WJ-III Quantitative 

Concepts
•

--

1. Reading difficulties listed in Rapid Reference 6.2
2. Despite demonstrated knowledge of math concepts 

and adequate quantification and reasoning abilities, 
student is unable to identify solutions to math 

• KTEA-II Math 
Applications

• WIAT-III Math 
Reasoning

• WJ-III Applied 
Problems

Math Calculations
• KTEA-II Math 

Calculations
• WIAT-III Numerical 

Operations

1*, 2, 3, 4**, 5, 6**, 
7***, 8
1*, 2, 3, 4**, 5, 6**, 
7***, 8
1*, 2, 3, 4**, 5, 6**, 
7***, 8

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7***, 8

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7***, 8

problems.
3. Algorithms or procedures that have been used 

correctly in past situations are not retrieved; student 
“draws a blank” on how to solve problem.

4. Numbers are reversed or incorrectly sequenced; 
signs are substituted (e.g., use of a – sign for a -
sign or a divide sign); steps are left out; writing is 
illegible or so poorly organized that student cannot 
read own handwriting or find place in the problem-
solving process.

5. Basic facts are calculated rather than retrieved 
automatically; long pauses are needed to recall 
basic facts; facts are recalled incorrectly despite 
prior demonstration of accurate storage and 
retrieval.



EF Involvement in Mathematics

Essentials of Executive Functions 

Assessment Rapid Reference 6.17:

� Case study report section 

describing a process-describing a process-

oriented assessment of 

executive functions 

difficulties affecting math 

task performance



� A process-oriented observation 

approach can be effectively 

used to observe and document 

Assessing Executive Functions 

Directly Related to Math

92

used to observe and document 

difficulties with the use of 

executive function processes 

during the performance of   

math tasks



Many executive functions 

difficulties related to poor math 

production are the result of a 

lack of adequate maturation of 

Interventions for Executive Functions 

Difficulties Related to Math

93

lack of adequate maturation of 

the neural networks involved in 

the use of these executive 

functions when performing 

math tasks. 



The most effective form of 

intervention for maturational 

difficulties with the use of executive 

functions is increased practice of all 

Interventions for Executive Functions 
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functions is increased practice of all 

facets of mathematical thinking 

increasingly guided by the use of 

self-regulation strategies that       

can be taught to the student.



Four Steps of Problem-Solving

1. Explain the purpose of 

self-regulation strategies 

in general and describe in general and describe 

and discuss the specific 

steps of the strategy that 

will be taught.
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Four Steps of Problem-Solving

2.  Model the use of the 

strategy using 

language and language and 

examples that connect 

with the students.  
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Four Steps of Problem-Solving

3.  Students memorize the 

steps in the strategy as 

well as any mnemonics well as any mnemonics 

that are used as part of 

the strategy. 
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Four Steps of Problem-Solving

4.  Teacher supports the 
implementation of the 
strategy by the students, 
scaffolding as necessary scaffolding as necessary 
to help the students to 
master the use of the 
strategy.
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Cognitive Strategy Instruction

Reference on Cognitive Strategy 

Instruction for Math:

Pressley, M, & Woloshyn, V. 

(1995).  Cognitive strategy (1995).  Cognitive strategy 

instruction that really improves 

children’s academic 

performance.  
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Executive Functions 
activation can be 
internally or 

Key Concept
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internally or 
externally driven; 
EFs can cue the use 
of learned strategies.



The neural circuits for 
executive function activation 
are routed differently 
depending on whether the 

Internal versus External Control
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depending on whether the 
activation is based on an 
internally driven desire or 
command versus an external 
demand.



Because internally driven 
production is much easier to 
accomplish than externally 
demanded production for children 

Internal versus External Control
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demanded production for children 
with “producing difficulties” their 
lack of production on demand often 
stands in stark contrast to their 
seemingly effortless production 
“when the spirit moves them.”



The on-demand deficiencies 
observed by others are often 
attributed to negative 
personal characteristics such 

Internal versus External Control
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personal characteristics such 
as lack of responsibility, 
apathy, passive aggressive 
stance, or oppositional 
defiance.



Producing difficulties 
are different from 
learning difficulties; 

Key Concept
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learning difficulties; 
producing difficulties 
reflect poor use of 
EFs.



As Martha Denckla has pointed 
out, Executive Function 
difficulties of a severe nature 
(especially in the Symbol 

Producing versus

Learning Difficulties
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(especially in the Symbol 
System Arena) do not result in 
Learning Disabilities; they 
result in “Producing 
Disabilities.”



Learning 
Difficulties

Only

Learning 
Difficulties

Often NOT recognized as a 
Learning Disability, even 
when severe, unless an 
evaluation involving process 
assessment is done

A General Model for Conceptualizing 
Learning and Producing Difficulties
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Difficulties
And

Producing 
Difficulties

Producing 
Difficulties

Only

Recognized fairly quickly 
as a Learning Disability

When severe, typically 
attributed to lack of 
motivation, character flaws,  
or behavior/personality 
problems


